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ABSTRACT
Artficial Intelligence planning syems detemine a sequence

of actions to be taken to solve a problem. Tis is accomplished by
generating and evaluating alterative courses of action. A special type
of Peti net is fir defined and then used to model a class of Artificial
Intelligence planning problems. A planning stegy is developed using
results from the theory of heuristic search. In particular, the A*
algorithm is utlized. From the Petri net framework it is shown how to
develop an admissible and consistent A* algorithm. As an iJlustration
of the results three Artificial Intelligence planning problems are
modelled and soved.

£.0 INTRODUCTION
Given a goal to achieve, an Artificial Intelligence (AI)

planning system reasons from the state of its problem
domain to determine the sequence of actions that will move
the current state into the final goal state. Planning systems
are used, for example, in the intelligent control of robots. A
planner employs intelligent problem solving techniques that
are fundamental to many intelligent control systems.
Although many of the basic issues in planning systems are
well understood empirically, they have not been adequately
quantified in a mathematical framework. Formal
mathematical analysis will lead to quantitative and qualitative
results and it will produce modelling, analysis, and design
techniques for planning systems.

In this paper an appropriate Petri net framework is
introduced to quantitatively model, analyze, and design Al
planning systems. Based on this Petri net framework, a
planner which uses heuristic search techniques, the A*
algorithm, is developed. For Al planing problems that are
modelled by the Petri net it is shown that an admissible and
consistent A* algorithrn can be implemented. This is done
by defining metric spaces associated with the Peti net and
using the metic in the A* algorithm (See Section 2.3). The
theoretical results are discussed in Section 2.4. To illustrate
the theory, the three AI planning problems given in Section
3.0 are modelled with the Petri net, metrics are specified,
and the A* algorithm is used to develop solutions. The
concluding remarks given in Section 4 consist of a
discussion of the examples.

In the following, some of the fundamental concepts
in Al planning theory are oudined, chaacteristics of the Petri
nets used to model the problem domain are discussed, and it
is explained how heuristic search is used to implement
planning strategies. Then an overview of relevant research
is given.

General information on the theory of AI planning is
given in [1], [2], and [14]. A very brief overview is given
here to establish the terminology. An Al planning system
consists of the planner, the problem domain, their
interconnections, and the exogenous inputs. The outputs of
the planner are the inputs to the problem domain. They are
the contrl actions taken on the domain. The outputs of the
problem domain are inputs to the planner. They are
measured by,the planner and used to determine the progress
in the problem solving process. The measured exogenous
input to the planner is the goal. It is the task of the planner
to examine the problem domain outputs, compare them to the
goal, and determine what actions to take so that the goal is
met The problem domain is the domain (environment) that
the planner reasons about and takes actions on. One
develops a model of the real problem domain to study
planning systems called the problem representation. The
tunctional components of a typical AI planner are as follows

[I]: Plan generation is the process of synthesizing a set of
candidate plans to achieve the curmt goaL This can be done
for the initial plan or for replanning if there is a plan failure.
In plan generation, the system projects (simulates, with a
model of the problem domin) into the future, to determine if
a developed plan will succeed. The system then uses
heuristic plan decision rules based on resource utilization,
probability of success, etc., to choose which plan to execute.
The plan executor translates the chosen plan into physical
actions to be taken on the problem domain. The planners
considered here are domain independent since they are
applicable to a variety of problem domains.

A Petri net model, defined in Section 2.1, is used for
the problem representation. The definition is similar to the
definition given in [121 but it also allows for contml inputs
to the Petri net and outputs. In 117 a "Controlled Petri Net"
was defined in a somewhat different manner. The definition
in Section 2 includes the so called "inhibitor arc", and
equation (2.2) was created to describe its effect on the the
operation of the Petri net described via state equations. The
Petri net defined here also allows for the specification of a
cost to fire a transition via the specification of the transition
cost function in Section 2.1. Such costs could, for example,
represent a measure of the resources consumed in
performing the actions associated with firing a transition.
Projection and plan generation are perfomied with the Petri
net model.

The planners studied here utilize heuristic search to
solve problems. The results from the theory of heuristic
search using the A* algorithm outlined in Section 2.2 mainly
come from [5, 6, 3, 13]. Other information can be found in
[10,111. Under certain conditions the A' algorithm can,
from an initial node of a graph, find a least cost path to some
goal node. When applied to planning problems the
algorithm can be used for the plan decisions discussed
above, to determine which plan will achieve some goal with
least cost in terms of, for instance, resource consumption.
Once the appropriate plan is found A* gives it to the plan
executor so that the actions can be taken on the problem
doain.

Other relevant research is given in [4]. There the
authors use a high level Petri net to represent both the
knowledge and inference strategy in expert systems. Some
analysis results are obtained. Some planning systems are
implemented in the computer progra ing language named
PROLOG. An analysis of concurrency in PROLOG via
Petri nets is reported in [9]. Such results could be utlized in
an analysis of concurrency in AI planning systems.

2.0 PLANNING VIA HEURISTIC SEARCH IN A
PETRI NET FRAMEWORK

In this section, the Petri net approprate for problem
domrain representation is defined. Some of the theory of
heuristic search using the A' algorithm is outlined. The
main results on how to use the Petri net model to define a
metric which- can be utilized to obtain an admissible and
consistent A* algorithm are given and discussed.

2.1 Modelling the Problem Domain with a Petri
Net
A Petri Net is used to model the problem domain.

Let R denote the set of reals and R+ the strictly positive
etls. Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers. If
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x,yeNn, x=[xI,x2, ... ,xn]t, Y=[yl,y2,.. yn]t(t indicates
transpose) the statement xfy is true iff xijyi 1.iSn.
Similarly for >,c, and <. For any set X let IXI denote the
cardinality of X. A bag is a collection of objects over some
domain D, but unlike standard definitions of a set, bags
allow muliple occurrences of elements [12]. Let B be a
bag, then #(x,B) represents the number of occurrences of
element x in bag B. The set DI is the set of all bags over a
domain D. Let 0 denote the null set

The Petri Net structure is described by
Ps=(P,T,ID,IN,OD,A,UY,Y) where:

(i) P=(pI,p2 ... pn) is a non-empty finite set of n=IPI
places which are represented graphically with circles

(0).
(ii) T=(tl,t2, ... ,tm)is a non-empty finite set of m=lTi

transitions which are represented graphicaly by line
segments or rectangles (1, 5 .

Note that PnT-0.
(iii) ID:T-r is amappingfromftrnsions to the set of

all bags over P. This mapping is represented grahically
by a directed arc ( -.--4_) pointing from each input
place pie I(tD) to tj.

(iv) IN:T-Pr is a mapping from asitimons to the set of all
bags over P. This mapping is repsented graphically
by a not arc (inhibitor am) ( -0 ) pointingfm each
input place pie IN(t) to tj.

(v) OD:T-+r is a mapping from transitions to the set of all
bags over P. This mapping is represented graphically
by directed arcs (- ) pointing h the transition
tjeT to each output place pieO0(Q).

For all pie P, there exists tje T and for all tje T there exists

pij P such that #(PiID(tj)) + #(pi,IN(tj)) + #(PibOD(t)) . 1.
That is, every arc has a transition on one end and a place on
the other, and no transition or place exists without being
conectedto anam.
(vi) A&U-T is a mpng fr a control input kibel

uieU= lW,u2, ... um) m=I, to a transition tje T.
This mapping is represented graphically by a labelled

control arc ( u'
t

) which connects an element

uieU to a single tansition tjeT.
(vii) P:P-Y is a mapping from a place pieP to an output

label yje Y=(yi,y2, ... ,Yn n=IYI. This mapping
is represented graphicaUy by a labelled output arc
( Pi ( y; ) which connects an element PieP

to a single output yj.

A complete description, which also includes the
execution characteristics of tie Petri Net, is given by
PN=(PS,Xp,Xpo,Er,Up,Yp,(D,Z) where:

(i)
(ii)

Ps is described above.
Xp:PxN-*N is the marking function, a mapping from a
place and a nonnegative mteger k representing a time
step into a nonnegative integer representing the marking
of the place. The n-dimensional column vector xp(k)=
[Xp(plk), Xp(P2,k), ... ,Xp(pn,k)]t is used to denote
the state of the Petri net. The state space of PN is Nn.
The state of the Petri net is rprsented graphically by

tokens( s) that are put inside places (e.g. if Xp(pi,k)=2
isrepresentedas pi (9).

(3ii) Xpo is a non-empty finite set of initial condiions for
the state of the Petri Net; NnsXpo.

(iv) Er:NnxNnxN-*2T is the enable rule, a mapping from
xp(k), xp(k+-), and a nonnegative integer k represent-
ing a tfue step into subsets of transitions that are said to
be enabled at step k. The notation tje Er is used to
indicate that tj is enabled at step k.
As an example, if the enable rule only depends on

x(k), then a candidate for the enable rule is given by
Er(xp(k))={tj I Xp(pi,k).#(Pi,ID(tj)),
and Xp(pi,k)=O if pie IN(tj), for al pie P) (2.1)
A transition can fire whenever it is enabled. Tokens are
redistributed in the Petri net when a transition fires. The
next state function below describes token movement First,
the input to the Petri net which controls the firing of the
transitions is defined.
(v) Up:UxN-AO,1 is a mapping from an input label

uie U and a nonnegative integer k representing a tinm
step to 0, indicating that the transition tie A(uj) cannot
fire, or to a 1 indicating that a transition tje A(uj) is to
fire (tje Er). The vector up(k)=[Up(uj,k),Up(u2,k),
,Up(um,k)It is the control input to the Petri net. Let Up
be the set of column vectors of an mxm identity matrx.
Only one transition is allowed to fire at once, therefore
up(k)eUp for all k. For example, if up(k)=[O0 ... 0
Up(ui,k) 0 ... 0 O]t, and Up(ui,k)=l is in the jth
position, 1.j5m, then transition tj Er (tje A(ui)) is
fired. If Up(ui,k)=O then no transition is fired.

(vi) Y :YxN-4N is a mapping from an output label yje Y
and nonnegative integer k representing a time step to

Xp(pj,k) such tht y (Pi. The n-dimensional
column vector yp(k)=[Yp(yik),Yp(y2,k),
,Yp(yn,k)]t is the output of the Petri net and yp(k)e Nt
for alkL

(vii) C:N'xUpxN-*Nn is the next state function, a
mapping the current state xp(k, a control input
vector uk) thatfires a wansition tje Er, and a
nonnegative integer k representing a dme step, into the
next state xp(k+l). The next state function is defined iff
for a control input up(k)e Up the associated transition
tje T is enabled at step k-

(viii) Z:TxNncxNnxR+uNO)*R4 is the transition cost
finction, a mapping from a unsition t1e Er, xp(k) and
x$k+l), and a nonnegative real number into a strictly
positive real number that represents the cost of firng tj.
Since the firing of a ransition often represents some
computation or action perfomed Z is a measure of the
cost to process the state xp(k) into xp(k+l) by firing tj.
The transition cost function is defined iff the transition
tjer T is enabled at step k. Furthermore, Z is chosen so
that for all re R+u(O0, Z(tj,xp(k),xp(k+l),r)>r. The
significance of the value of r will be discussed in the
next section.

As an example of a next state finction, consider one that
depends only on the current state and transition fired. Let

0=[01,02, .. ,0n]t. Let A-=[a-l] where aT.=#(pi,ID(tj)) and
A++ where+ LJA1 -A+-[at,], where a. .=#(Pj D(j)-Let A=Ar - A-. 'Let
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B=[ij] where bij=O if tje IN(Pi) and bij=l if tf lw(piX Let
a-- and bj refer to the jth columns of A- and B respectively.
Then the example enable rule (2.1) can be stated as

Er(xp(k))=Itj xp(k)2a j and xp(k)%=O} (2.2)

If up(k) is chosen so that tje Er is fired, where Er is given by
(2.2), then

i=Xp(Pi,k+l)=Xp(ptk #(PiJ#(I ))+i,li+

'sh@ODt) aU i, lCi~

and,
xp(k+I>fxp(k) + Aup(k)yp(k)=xp(k)

(2.3)

(2.4)

which are the state equations d ig the Petd net [12].
Next the some of the results fm the eory of heuistic

search using the A' algorithm are outlined. These results
will be combined with the Petri net model to obtain the
results in Section 2.3.

2.2 Heuristic Search: The A' Algorithm
Some results fiom the theory of a heuistic search, in

particular the A' algorithm, are oudined below [5, 6, 3, 13].
The problem space is represented explicitly by a 8-

Graph where:
.i) X=(xlx2,x3, .. } is the non-empty possibly infinite

set of nodes.
(i) E=(eij)=((xi4I)I xi,xjeX) is the non-empty possibly

infinite set of directed arcs pointing from xi to Xj.
(O) C=(ciu)=(culeiieE) is the non-empty possibly infiite

set of costs associated with each arc. Also, for all
cijeC, ci.8>O.

An implicit representation of the 8-Graph G is given by a
set of source nodes and a successor operator r:X-42xxC.
When r is applied to a node x it is expwanded. The 8-Graph
is generated by repeated application of the successor operator
r to nodes that are generated in expanding nodes.

The subgraph Gx frm any xmX is the graph defined
implicitly by a single source node x and some r defined on
X. Each node in G. is accessible from x. A path from xl
to xk is an ordered set of nodes <xl,x2, ... xk> such that
xi+Ie r(xi) for all 1.i.k-l. There exists a path from xi to xj
iff xj is accessible from xi. Every path has a cost which is
obtained by adding the costs of each arc ci 4+Ie C. An
optimal path from xi to x is a path having the smalest cost
over the set of al paths f?om xi to xj, call this cost h(xi,xj).
Denote an estimate of this cost by f(xi,xj). The concern is
with the subgraph Gxo from a single specified start node
xoe X. Define the non-empty set Xg, X2Xg of nodes in
Gxo as goal nodes. For any node x in Gxo an element
xgE Xg is a preferred goal node of x if the cost of the
optimal path from x to xg does not exceed the cost of any
other path fr6m x to any other member x'e Xg.

The objective is to find the optimal path from the start
node to preferred goal node. To help guide the search an
evaluation funcrion v:X-4R"u(O) is used to rank how
promising it is that a node is on an optimal path. The
evaluation function is defined so that the node with the
smallest value of v(x) is chosen for expansion. One
algorithm that performs heuristic search is the A' algorithm

which is now defined:
Let Lc be the set of information about ("closed") nodes

which have been expanded, and Lo the set of information
about ("open") nodes which are candidates for expansion.
The elements of Lc and Lo are tples (x',v(x'),x) where
x e r(x) and x represents a pointer from x' to x. The
notation x'e Lc, x'e Lo is used to reference element
(x',v(x'),x).

3) AtA&
Set Lc0 ad Lo=(xo), the stt node.
Whik [L(1>O do

Choose xe Lo so that x has the lowest value of v(x)
(Resolve ties arily>.
If xe X

then L withsuccessandthesolutionpath isfomd+gikt}rou0~~~pointers,
else Plaex inL.

For each x'e r(x) do
Calculate v(x).
(i) If x'e Lc and xe Lo then place (x',v(x),x) in

Lo.
(ii) If x'eLo then denote this x' with

(x',vj(x'),xl), where vl(x) was the value of
the evaluation function, and xl was the parent
node of x', computed in a previous step. If
v(x)cvl(x) then replace (x',vl(x'),xi) with
(x',v(x'),x) in Lo.

(iii) If x'eLc then denote this x' with
(x',vj(x'),x), where vl(x) was the value of
the evaluation funcion, and x, was the pant
node of x', computed in a previous step. If
v(x')<vl((x) then remove (x',vi(x),xi) from
Lc and place (x',v(x'),x) in Lo.

end
Exit with failure.

The evaluation function v(x) must be chosen. Let f(x)
be the actual cost of an optimal path constrined to go
through x from the start node xo to a peferd goal node
xge Xg. Let f(x)=g(x)+h(x) where g(x) is the actual cost of
an optimal path from xo to x and h(x) is the cost of an
optimal path from x to a preferred goal node of x, i.e.,
h(x)=,xg(h(x,xg)). Since f(x), g(x), and h(x) are not

known apriori, the estimates t(x), g(x), and A(x) are used.
Therefore, choose v(x)=t(x)=2x)+4(x). The function
fi(x), called the heuristic component of the evaluation
function, is used to capture information from the problem
domain to guide the search. If lR(x) satisfies certain
properties then theA algorithm perfo well.

If some goal node is accessible from the start node and
0(x).h(x) for all xc X, then A' is admissible i.e., it is
guaranteed to find an optimal path from the start node to a
preferred goal node for any 8Graph. The heuristic 9(x) is
said to be consitent if h(xix>+A(xj)A(x) for all xi,xje X.
The heuristic ?(x) is said to satisfy a monotone restriction if
for all x1e r(xi), xie X, h(xi,xj)+A(xj).f(x). If f(x) is
consistent then it automaticaly satisfies the monotone
restriction, If fi(x) satisfies the monotone restriction then (i)
if A* selects x for expansion A(x)=g(x), and the value of
t(x) for x' on the path from xo to x is nondepreasing;
consequently (ii) step (iii) in the A' algorithm is vacuous and
can be removed. Suppose that there are two versions of the
A* algorithm called A1 and A2 which use evaluation
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functions ti(x)=gi(x)+,i(x) where 0.Ai(x).h(x) for all
xe X, i=1,2. The algorithm A2 is said to be more informed
than A1 if for all nongoal nodes x, (x)>fj(x). The
following optimality result was obtained. If 1\(x)>lf(x)
then at th6termination of their searches every node expanded
by A2 was also expanded by A1. It follows that AI expands
at least as many nodes as does A2.

2.3 Heuristic Search in a Petri Net Framework
Utilizing these results on heuristic search outlined in

Section 2.2 and the Petri net model defined in Section 2.1 it
is shown how to develop an admissible and consistent A*
algorithm for a certain class of problems. First, a metric and
a metric space is defined [8].

Let X be an aritrary non-empty set and let p: XxX->R
where p has the following properties:

(i) p(x,ygO for all x,y=X and p(x,y)=O iff x=y,

(ii) p(x,y)=p(y,x) for all x,y=X,
(iii) p(x,y).p(x,y)+p(z,y) for all x,y,z=X (Triangle

Inequality).
The function p is called a metric on X and the mathematical

system consisting of p and X, denoted (X;p), is called a
metric space. Equivalently, p is a metric iff, (i) p(x,x)=O iff

x=y, and (ii) p(y,z).p(x,y)+p(x,z) for al x,y,ze X.
The next theorem says that if the nodes of a certain &-

Graph and the heuristic function fi(xi,xj) form a metric
space, then the A* algorithm is both admissible and
consistent.

ThegM l: Definelij:R+u{O}-+R+andTrij(x)>xforall
xe R+u(O). Let G=(X,E,C) be a 5-Graph where for all

cije C, cij=mjij(x,x'))>5>o with x'e r(x). if (XSi(xi,x9)}
is a metric space then A' is both admissible and consistent

Proof: For admissibility it must be shown that
O(xi,xg).h(xi,xg) for all xie X, xge Xg. Since t(xi,xg) is
a metric fi(xi,xg).O so all that must be shown is
f(xi,xg).hi(xi,xg). Let cxixl, ... ,x> be a path generated
by A*. From the triangle inequality, t(xi,xk)SfR(xi,xi+l)+
t(xi+j,xk) for all i, O.ik9-1.Therefore

k-i
f(xi,x,). A(xi,xi+

i;=o
Selecting llij as stated in theorem above, it follows that

R(iX
k-I

f k(xi,.X I,niA+ (A(xi,xi+1))=h(xi,xL).
i=o

By assumption, the node xg is accessible, therefore for some
path generated by A*, xk=xg, hence A' is admissible. To
prove consistency it must be shown that h(xi,xj)(xj)A(xi)
for all xi,xje X. By the triangle inequality ft(xi,xj)+
kxj,xg)>f(xi,xg) and from admissibility h(xixj)>gf(xi,xj) so

that h(xj,xp)+i(xj,xg)8).(xj,xg). Note that the monotone
restiction is also satisfi QED

Note that for RnX if (Rn;p) is a metric space then so

is {X;p} [8]. A few candidate metrics are listed below:

(i) pd(x,y)=O if x=y and 1 if x*y is a metric on X (an
arbitrary non-empty set) called the discrete rmetc.

Denote elements x,ye Rn by x=[41,42, ... AnIt and

Y=[Xl,)2 ..XX]t where 4i,Xir R for i=1,2, ... ,n.

(ii) Let X=Rn and pe R, 1.p.o, then {R';pp) is a metric
space whe

{n I]/pPP(x,Y)=[.X,1I4i - XiIpf/
Let W be a positive definite matrix. Then if

P2(x,Y)=[(X_y)W(X_y)],
Rn;p2)is a metric space.

(iii) Let X=Rn and x,ye Rn, and

p.(x,y)=max(I4j - X11,142 - )21,..-An - Xnl) (
then (R¶;p4 is a metric space.
The next theorem is an application of Theorem 1.

(2.5)

(2.6)

'2.7)

Theorem 2: Suppose that a system is described with the
Petri net PN and that an initial state and a reachable desired
state are specified. Then there exists an admissible and
consistent A' algorithm that can select the appropriate
sequence of transition firings to move the initial state to the
desred state with least cost.

Proof: irst, a 5Graph reprsentation of the Petri net PN is
given. Let X=Nn, the state space of the Petri net PN.
Suppose that the enable rule Er is given by (2.2) and the next
state function by (2.4). Let IXgI=l and xg denote the desired
state (goal node). The stan node xo=xp(O)e Xpo and the
edges and costs are generated by

r(xp(k))=((xp(k+l),c)I xp(k4l)=xp(k) + Aup(k), tjeEr and
c=Z(tj,xp(k),xp(k+lt)r) (2.8)

with r=fi(xp(k),xp(k+l)). Note that lF(xp(k))I is finite for all
xp(k) and the assigned cost c>5>O. The assigned cost
depends on the value of the metrc &xp(ktxpk+l)). Note
that for a particular Petri net model if it is the case that
xp(k)*xp(k+l) for al k then Theorem 1 is also valid for
riij(r).r for all re R. In this case the tansition cost function
can be chosen as Z(tj,xp(k),xp(k+l),r):r and used in (2.8).

Next, choose X=X, and R(xi,xj) equal to any valid
metric such as Pd, Pp, P2, or p.. Then by Theorem 1, A' is
both admissible and consistent and thus finds a least cost
path. To choose the sequence of transition fiings A' traces
back through the pointers from xg to xo. QED

2.4 Discussion
The significance of the results contained in the two

theorems is discussed here.
Does Theorem 1 provide a method to pick the value of

the heuristic function f(xi,xj) to obtain admissibility and
consistency for any 5-Graph? No. There is a restriction
placed on the costs allowed that depends on the choice of the
metric. However, costs may be able to be redefined to fit the
partcular problem at hand and Theorem 1. The flexibility in
the choice of the metric will help here. Another question left
to be answered is how good the metrics are? This is a
standard problem in the theory of the A' algorithm. For
instance, if the chosen metric is such that it gives an
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extremely conservative estimate of the cost from all nodes x
to a the preferred goal node, then A* may expand too many
nodes in finding a solution. The computational complexity
involved in computing the metric itself must also be
considered when studying the computational demands of a
particular A5 algorithm.

Theorem 2 allows the planning system designer to
transfer the work of choosing the heuristic function B(xi,xj)
to forng the Petr net model of the problem domain under
consideration. This can be valuable if it is not clea how to
pick the heuristic function for a particular problem domain.
However, if the problem domain cannot be modelled via the
Petri net defined the result cannot be utilized. Also,
practically speaking, the Peti net model may be too complex
to be utilized in the implementation of the A5 algoritm

3.0 EXAMPLES
This section contains three examples to illustrate

some of the results in Section 2. These include the blocks
world planning problem, a "think and jump" game, and the
missionaries and cannibals problem. Many details were
omitted to save space.

Blocks World: The first example is the so called "blocks
world" [1]. In this classic Al planning problem there are
three blocks labelled "a", "b", and "c" which are placed on a
table "t". Using a robot arm, the objective is to move the
blocks, by stacking and unstacking them, so that from an
initial configuration of the blocks, a final desired
configuration can be obtained. Let ab, ct, and cab represent
the facts that "block a is on b", "block c is on the table", and
'block c is on a which is on b" respectively. Also let abt;ct
represent the fact that block a is on block b which is on the
table and block c is on the table. The initial oonfiguration is
ca;bt, and the desired one is abut. A Petri net model was
constructed. This net had 9 places, 18 transitions and used
inhibitor arcs. A planning strategy was specified by
choosing the metric fi(xi,xj)=p2(xi,xJ) defined in (2.6) with
W=Ig9g, the 9x9 identity matrx. The A* algorithm was
implemented to generate the sequence of actions to be taken
by the planner. A* expanded 5 nodes before it found the
optimal path. The sequence of positions of blocks
considered in solving the problem (expanded by A*) was:
cat;bt, cat;bc, at;bt;ct, cbt;at, bct;at, then the solution
was found. The solution was optimal relative to the number
of steps required.

Notice that W is a parameter to be chosen to load
heuristic information into the A* algorithm. Let W=[wij]
where wij=O if i.j and wii>O for al i. Each weight w
corresponds to a place pi. If it is important for tokens to be
in a place Pi then the corresponding value of wii should
chosen to be small relative to wkk where k.i. If it is
important =n to have tokens in a particular place pi then wii
should be chosen large relative to wkk where k.i. A
particular set of weights was chosen for blocks world to
reflect the importance of achieving the goal state, and that it
may be important to unstck the blocks to solve the problem.
When A* is executed with this new choice forW it expanded
only 4 nodes in finding a solution: cat;bt, cat;bc, at;bt;ct,
bct;at.

Think and Jum Game: The second example is a "think-
and-jump" game involving a triangular board with ten holes
in it, and 9 pegs which fit intothe holes. The 9 pegs are put
in the holes. Pegs are removed ff they are "jumped" by other
other pegs. A peg can jump another peg only if there is an
empty hole directly on the other side of the peg. See Figure
3.1.

Frst, the Petri net model was constructed by letting
the places pi correspond to the holes i in the board and the

Figure 3.1 Think and Jump Game
(A version of Chinese checkers)

tokens correspond to the pegs. The inital configuration of
pegs isto have one in all the holes except for hole 3, and the
goal configuration is to have all pegs removed from the
board except for one in hole 2. The heuristic function is
chosen to be f(xi,xj)=p2(xi,xj) where W is a diagonal
matrix with weights chosen to reflect the importance of
attaining a token in places P4,pS,p7, and pg since in the step
before solving the problem, the algorithm must have tokens
in woof these places. The function Z can also beusedto
captu heuristic information about the problem domain. A
heuristic used in this problems solution is to try to keep the
pegs in the middle of the board. To capture this heuristic
information high values of the cost function are assigned to
transitions that fire and move tokens from the middle of the
board. For these choices A* was used to find a solution to
the think and jump problem above. It expanded 58 nodes.
The solution generated by the planner used only 8 jumps.

Missignies and Cannibas Prblem: Three missionaries
and three cannibals are trying to cmss a river. As their only
means of navigation, they have a small boat, which can hold
one or two people. If the cannibals outnumber the
missionaries on either side of the river, the missionaries will
be eaten; this is to be avoided. Find a way to get them all
across the river.

For the Peti net construction P=(pi), i=1,2, ...,6
and T=(tj), j=1,2, .. ,10 and the net is givenin Figure 3.2.:~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig=e 3.2 Petri Net Mode! ofteMisionuIsCmmib Probem

Let tokens in: (i) P1 (p4) reprsent that cannibals are on the
left (right) side of the river, (ii) p2 (5) represent that the boat
is on the left (right) side of the river, (ii) p3 (p6) represent
that missionaries are on the left (right) side of the river. TMe
initial state is xp(O)=[3 1 3 00 O]t, and the goal state is xg=4O
O 0 3 1 3]t. The next state function (2.3) and the state
equations (2.4) were used.

Note that the above Petri net graph does not represent
the complete problem. The fact that cannibals cannot
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outnumber missionaries is not yet represented. Rather than
using the graphical representation for this fact, this
information is loaded directly into the enable rule.
Therefore, choose
Er(xp(k),xp(k+1))={tjI xp(k).a- Xand X (p3,k+1)=

Xp(P6&kf)=0 or
if k (p3,k+1)>O then Xp(P3,k+lPXp(Pkl)
if XZ(p6,k+1)>O then X (p6,k+1)2Xp(p4,k+1))

The trnsition cost function Z(xp(k),xp(k+1),r)=r for al
re R, and this is valid since xp(k).xp(k+l) for all k.

The heuristic function is chosen to be f(xi,xj)=
P2(xi,xj) where W=I6a6, the 6x6 identidy matrix. A
expanded 13 nodes in determining the solution. The
solution generated by the planner is the sequence of
transition firings: t6,t8,t2,t3,t9,t5,t9,t3,t2,t8,t6. Thesynmetry
in the solution sequence is interesting. The solution involves
11 boat trips which is the minimum number of tips needed
to solve the problem.
4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The examples given in the Section 3.0 are discussed
here briefly. In the blocks world planning problem the Petri
net graph that was generated was omitted due to space
limitaions. Thhe rtric was chosen via the guidelines given
by the Theorems; but there is sfill much flexibility allowed in
capturing heuristic information about the problem domain
since any valid metric is allowed. In this example it was
demonstrated that an appropriate choice for the metric (via
W) can lead to a more efficient A* algorithm. In the think
and jump problem it was shown how to use the transition
cost function to capture heuristic information about the
problem domain. Notice that this provides another way to
capture heuristic information about the problem domain.
Hence, the metric can be used to capture heuristic
information pertaining to a desire to have tokens in places
and the transition cost function can be chosen to capture
heuristic information pertaining to the desire to fire a
transition. The missionaries and cannibals example
demonstrated the flexibility of the Petri net model. All
characteristics of the problem need not be modelled with the
Petri net graph since certain information can be captured in,
for instance, the enable rule of the Petri net.
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